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arol Wilson is a recognised
authority in leadership and
coaching skills training,
having designed and delivered manageras-coach courses for organisations
ranging from county councils to
multinational corporations, and
from team leaders to CEOs.
She developed her methods during
a collaboration with the late coaching
pioneer, Sir John Whitmore, and
an earlier career working at board
level with Sir Richard Branson.
Carol was the first woman in the
world to found a successful record
label; the first female director of music
corporation PolyGram; discovered
stars including Sting, Martha and
the Muffins and The Human League
and worked with other well-known
artists including Bryan Ferry,
Tom Petty and the Sex Pistols.
Carol is a fellow of the Institute
of Leadership and Management, the
Association for Coaching, and the
Professional Speaking Association.
She is on the global advisory panel at
the Association for Coaching and is a
trustee to the non-profit MOE Foundation, where she designs coaching
programmes for underprivileged young
people, and the African Prisons Project.
Carol’s philosophy is to choose to
be happy. She believes that a healthy
body is the key to a sound mind
and cheerful disposition, and is a
devotee of mindful yoga, fresh air, a
broad, organic and free-range diet, a
daily tipple and plenty of laughter.

Carol
Wilson
From successful
record producer to
doyenne of coaching
Carol Wilson, tells TJ
about her life and work

Why training and how
did you start?
Two factors contributed to my career in
coaching skills training. First, I joined
the fledgling Virgin group in the 1970s
where, as an MD of some of the Virgin
companies, I learned at first-hand the
leadership style of Richard Branson,
which we would now call coaching.
Virgin valued people for their
strengths rather than censuring because
of weaknesses and, before long, our
small team with its limited resources
was outselling competitors like EMI
and RCA in the music charts.
Later, as a board-level director at
similar corporations, I wondered why
their teams seemed to throw obstacles
in each other’s paths instead of
joining forces to win together. I began
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to research methods of leadership,
starting with Ken Blanchard’s book
The One Minute Manager.
Something else, more profound,
had happened. I realised that what had
drawn me to the music business in the
first place, the magnet that now held
me there, was the joy of developing
people. Most of my staff and artists
were young, inexperienced and from
backgrounds lacking in privilege or
opportunity. How satisfying it was to
believe in their visions and provide
emotional support, plus sponsorship
and mentoring to back it up! Nothing
compared to the thrill of enabling
people to grow their personal potential.
Pop music is a young person’s
business, and I retired in my 40s
to concentrate on a concurrent
interest in developing property,
although it could never match the
satisfaction of developing people.
Then I became aware of the
burgeoning coaching movement,
largely defined by Sir John Whitmore’s
book Coaching for Performance. At the
same time, I discovered my second key
mentor, the founder of Clean Language,
David Grove, whose techniques
involving metaphor, somatics and
space are aligned with, and strengthen
the practice of, coaching.
I got to know my heroes and, in
time, was fortunate enough to work
with, learn from and form businesses
with both. Sadly, we lost Sir John this
year, and David Grove passed away

❝

When properly
embedded, coaching
skills cut across both
international and interdepartmental boundaries
in 2008. I keep a small part of the
legacy of each alive in the ventures we
founded together. I have practitioners
delivering training based on Sir John’s
GROW model, and on the Clean
Language and Emergent Knowledge
courses I created with David.
By the millennium, organisations
were waking up to the value of a
coaching culture. So, following the
established principle that teaching

Playing to win
``
Be kind to yourself and
everyone around you; as well
as feeling good, this brings
its own rewards in terms of
contacts and opportunities.

``
Focus on what people are
rather than what they are not;
this means recognising the
unique value each person can
bring, rather than criticising
them for perceived failings. And
apply this most of all to yourself!

``
Follow your own path and values
instead of those imposed by
others, and eliminate ‘shoulds’
and ‘oughts’ from your plans.

``
Keep your eye on the ball.
Always question whether your
actions are leading towards
your goals or away from them.

``
Take the comfortable route. Let
your intuition be your guide
and don’t make life a struggle.
Identify your strengths, your
best performance and learning
styles, and build a reality that
aligns with and nurtures them.

people to fish creates longer-term value
than giving them a fish, I decided to
focus on delivering training in coaching skills and Clean Language, rather
than providing coaching sessions.
Who or what inspires you?
A participant on one of my Arts Councilfunded coaching courses described in
his closing speech how he would, in
future, use his new skills to put words
in the place of knives during the street
fights that frequently took place in
the London borough where he lived.
It struck me then that practically
all the people in the world with access
to coach training were corporate
managers or middle-class learners
who had the means to pay.
I decided that coaching skills
should be made available to all, and
that I had to contribute to that. I
began by spending two days as a
volunteer in the rough sleepers section
at Crisis for Christmas, delivering
coaching and skills training to
whoever would accept them.1
Their positive responses encouraged
me to look for a charity where I could
most effectively become involved.
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It’s all about me

“The South East Coaching and
Mentoring Network is honoured to
work with Carol and her company
as she has a deep knowledge and
fantastic network which she embeds
within all the work she undertakes.
Carol is an inspirational speaker and
always a delight to listen to.”
Serena Cunningham,
Kent County Council

Age
Age is only relevant where cheese
and wine are concerned, and the
older the better in both cases!

“Conservatively, 400 trained
teachers and countless children
have benefited from a coaching
approach to learning conversations,
to professional development and to
target setting. Coaching, training
and leading as principal coach has
been the great joy of my last
15 years. It all began with Carol.”
Graham Silverthorne,
South Island School, Hong Kong
“Carol is one of those rare
business people you meet whose
daily coaching management
style personifies the emotional
intelligence and heuristic mindset
that she promotes in her courses.
I can 100% rely on her insights
not only to pinpoint the key global
tenets of leadership communication,
but also to consistently elicit real
understanding and engagement
from the managers who
participate.”
James Wright, Culture at Work Ltd

Another step was to award
scholarship places on our open courses
to people who were unemployed,
unfortunate or with criminal records
– a policy we still have in place today.
Then, Darren Robson, my colleague
at the Association for Coaching, told
me he was starting a charity called the
Ministry of Entrepreneurship (MOE),
to enable disadvantaged young
people to find a footing in life – and
that he needed a coaching course
to educate them in life skills and
deliver a useful qualification. With
the help of my trainers, we delivered
the first MOE coaching course,
since when over 500 kids and their
mentors have qualified as coaches.
Through MOE, I got to know
the African Prisons Project, where
we train prison governors who,
in turn, train prison staff across
Africa. There is nothing so inspiring
as helping people to help themselves!
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Your lowest moment,
and noblest hour?
My lowest moments work-wise
were the loss of Sir John
Whitmore and David Grove.
The high points have been many,
including my first top-10 hit Echo Beach
by Martha and the Muffins, successful
leadership projects with IKEA and the
2012 Olympic Construction Consortium, helping to build Kent County
Council’s South East Coaching and
Mentoring Network, and our exciting
new collaboration with England Rugby.
The one that stands out for me,
though, is the culmination of the
first MOE free coaching programme,
when young people shared how the
course had changed their lives.2
What and when was your
career turning point?
In 2003 I recognised that multinational companies would eventually

“Carol Wilson has literally been
a life-changing mentor to me!
Whenever I call upon her for
advice or a business opportunity
she can support me with, she has
always been happy and willing to
help. Being as candid as possible,
without Carol’s help, I wouldn’t
have achieved my career goals
and couldn’t support others as
effectively as I can now.”
Jeffrey Wotherspoon, Conflict
Resolution Specialist

require an all-encompassing
programme to promote a coaching
approach throughout their
management teams worldwide.
At the time, organisations
chose courses and coaches locally
without any standardisation of
methods or quality.
By 2007 I had created such
a course and within three years
we were rolling it out across
America, Europe and Asia for our
@TrainingJournal

Education
I have made a point of studying with
the key thought leaders in my field,
including Sir John Whitmore,
Tim Gallwey, Nancy Kline and David
Grove. I am currently undertaking
a doctorate at Middlesex university,
and I dropped out of my first degree,
at the Royal College of Music, to join
the music business.
Family
I live very happily with my
partner, Peter Long, our golden
retriever, Henry, and have two
wonderful nephews.
Location
We live in a house by the Thames at
Marlow and have a villa by the beach
in Spain.
Hobbies
I love walking Henry to Marlow Lock,
swimming, boating and completing
The Times crossword, in that order.
Favourite places
We are fortunate to have made our
homes into our two favourite places.
Book
The Pursuit of Happyness by Chris
Gardner. It puts any challenges I’ve
ever had in the shade.
Music
Bach’s 48 Preludes and Fugues.
Film
Pay It Forward. It is an ancient
concept and the film has instigated
a burgeoning Pay it Forward
movement all over the world.
Technology
I am fascinated by robotics and AI,
while being a technophobe of the
first order. The word I most dread
seeing is “update”.

clients NCR, Hilti and PMI. When
properly embedded, coaching skills
cut across both international and
inter-departmental boundaries.
Describe your best learning
and development experience
We recently trained a senior consultant
in coaching skills at the Royal Free
hospital. Trying desperately to save
the life of a baby, this doctor would
previously have given instructions
www.trainingjournal.com

to the staff around him. But after
attending our coach training, instead
of instructing a nurse, he asked for
her input, and then put her ideas into
action and saved the baby’s life.3
What's next in your career?
I would like to start researching
and writing about a way of living
which has underpinned my life,
and the shorthand name I have for
it is Feed the Soul. It is based
on the theory that focusing on
actions and thoughts that bring
you joy are the key to an effortlessly
successful, happy and productive life.
For example, to stay slim, eat only
food that you love, even if it includes
profiteroles (in my case!). To keep
fit, find exercise that engages you – it
could be dancing or dog-walking
instead of going to the gym. Find work
that inspires you, and then money
and status will follow. Nurture people

whose values and company you enjoy,
and a strong network of family and
friends will build itself around you.
In practice, I have not found any
area of life to which this philosophy
cannot be successfully applied, very
little effort is required to sustain it, and
it has a beneficial effect on everyone
you come into contact with.
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further information
To find out more about Carol and
her work, email
info@coachingcultureatwork.com
or visit coachingcultureatwork.com,
cleancoaching.com,
moefoundation.com and
africanprisons.org
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